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I. Introduction 
Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary defines "trend" as "the 
general movement in the course of time ofa statistically detectable change.' 
There are few areas of the law in which trends seem more pronounced than 
the environment. While opinions may vary as to the characterization of 
these trends, the following four provide a convenient backdrop to discuss a 
number of matters of interest to the Louisiana and Texas oil and gas 
industry: 
(1) 
The globalization of the environmental debate; 
(2) increased governance; 
(3) increased enforcement; and 
(4) heightened public awareness. 
This article represents a compilation of information from various 
sources including the Internet, trade associations, newspaper and magazine 
articles, public opinion surveys, legislative records, agency rulemakings, 
and case law. It will first take a brief look at some of the stakeholders 
in 
what has come to be known as the "environmental debate." It will then 
consider these four trends and some related recent developments. 2 
II. The Stakeholders 
The public is the ultimate stakeholder in the environmental debate. 
However, its varying interests and agendas are primarily represented 
through federal and state government, business, and environmental 
organizations. The efforts of these parties have shaped the trends discussed 
in this article. 
A. Federal Government 
The United States Congress plays a key role in the development of 
environmental laws. Much of its effort is pursued through congressional 
I Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary 1259 (10th ed. 1993). 
2 1 would like to thank Vastar Resources, Inc. government relations specialists Chip 
Gill and Earl Sims for their assistance in the preparation ofthis article. My special thanks is 
extended to my secretary, Irene DeArza, and my paralegal, Cheryl Ferguson, for their 
support. Any views expressed in this article are those of the author, not of Vastar Resources, 
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committees. Depending on the issue, any of a number of committees may 
deal with environmental matters. From an oil and gas industry perspective, 
key House committees include Commerce,Resources, Transportationand 
Infrastructure,and Ways and Means. Key Senate committees include * 
Commerce,Science, andTransportation;Energy andNaturalResources, 
EnvironmentandPublic Works; and Finance. 
In the 105th United States Congress, the House Committee on 
Commerce is chaired by Representative Thomas 
J.
Bliley, Jr. (R-VA). It has 
jurisdiction over measures relating to the exploration, production, storage,
supply, marketing, pricing, and regulation ofenergy resources as well as the 
management of the Department of Energy ("DOE") and the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission ("FERC"). The House Committee on Resources 
is chaired by Representative Don Young (R-AK) and has jurisdiction over 
such matters as environmental and habitat measures and cooperative efforts 
to encourage international environmental protection programs. The House 
Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure is chaired by 
Representative Bud Shuster (R-PA) and has jurisdiction over the Coast 
Guard, federal management of emergencies and natural disasters, flood 
control, inland waterways, and oil and other pollution ofnavigable waters. 
The House Committee on Ways and Means is chaired by Representative 
Bill Archer (R-TX) and has jurisdiction over revenue measures. 
The Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, andTransportationis 
chaired by Senator John McCain (R-AZ) and has jurisdiction over the Coast 
Guard, coastal zone management, marine and ocean safety, regulation of 
interstate common carriers such as vessels and pipelines, and transportation 
and commerce aspects of Outer Continental Shelf ("OCS") lands. The 
Senate Committee on Energy andNaturalResources is chaired by Senator 
Frank H. Murkowski (R-AK) and has jurisdiction over such matters as 
energy policy, extraction of minerals from OCS lands, national parks and 
wilderness areas, and oil and gas production and distribution. The Senate 
Committee on EnvironmentandPublic Works is chaired by Senator John H. 
Chafee (R-RI) and has broad jurisdiction over such matters as 
environmental policy, environmental aspects ofOCS lands, pollution, and 
solid waste disposal and recycling. The Senate Committee on 
Finance
is 
chaired by Senator William V. Roth, Jr. (R-DE) and generally has 
jurisdiction over revenue measures. 
Many different federal regulatory agencies are involved 
in 
environmental matters. The Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") and 
Minerals Management Service ("MMS") are probably the most well-known 
to the Louisiana and Texas oil and gas industry. 
A more detailed listing of the responsibilities of the congressional committees 
discussed in this article may be found in Sections III and IV of the CongressionalYellow 
Book, Volume 23, Number 4 (Leadership Directories, Inc. Winter 1998). 
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The EPA has grown from an organization of approximately 7,000 
employees and a $1 billion budget in 1971 to over 19,000 current 
employees and a budget which exceeds 
$7 
billion. 4 Its stated mission is 
"to protect human health and to safeguard the natural environment -air, 
water, and land -upon which life depends.5 5 Its stated purpose is to ensure 
that: 
* 
[a]ll Americans are protected from significant risks to human 
health and the environment where they live, learn, and work; 
* 
[n]ational efforts to reduce environmental risk are based on 
the best available scientific information; 
* 
[f]ederal laws protecting human health and the environment 
are enforced fairly and effectively; 
* 
[e]nvironmental protection is an integral consideration in 
[United States] policies concerning natural resources, human 
health, economic growth, energy, transportation, agriculture, 
industry, and international trade, and these factors are 
similarly considered in establishing environmental policy; 
* 
[a]ll parts of society -communities, individuals, business, 
state and local governments, tribal governments -have access 
to accurate information sufficient to effectively participate 
in 
managing human health and environmental risks; 
* 
[e]nvironmental protection contributes to making our 
communities and ecosystems diverse, sustainable, and 
economically productive; and 
* 
[t]he United States plays a leadership role in working with 
other nations to protect the global environment. 6 
The MMS was created as a bureau of the Department of the Interior in 
1982. Its involvement with the environment is evident from its stated 
mission "[t]o manage the mineral resources on the [OCS] in an 
environmentally sound and safe manner and to timely collect, verify, and 
distribute mineral revenues from federal and Indian lands. 
' 
The MMS 
notes that it "remains especially mindful of safety and environmental 
concerns -striving for the proper balance between providing a domestic 
energy source for the American people and protecting sensitive coastal and 
4 Pranay Gupte and Bonner R. Cohen, Carol Browner, master ofmission 
creep, Forbes, October 20,1997, at 170 and 171. 
United States Environmental Protection Agency, About EPA (visited Feb. 26, 1998) 
<http://www.epa.gov/epahome/epa.html>. 
6 Id. 
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marine environments." 
B. State Government 
The Louisiana Legislature, like the United States Congress, has several 
key committees which are typically involved in environmental legislation 
impacting the oil and gas industry. Key Louisiana House of Representatives 
committees include the (1) Environment Committee, responsible for such 
matters as pollution of air, water, and land, and environmental control; 
(2) Natural Resources Committee, responsible for such matters as natural 
resources, conservation, wildlife and fisheries, mines and minerals, and 
materials and substances traveling through pipelines; and (3) Ways and 
MeansCommittee,responsible for matters involving taxes and the raising 
of revenue. 
9
Key Louisiana Senate committees include the (1)Environmental 
Quality Committee, generally responsible for environmental control and 
regulation; 
(2)
NaturalResources Committee, responsible for such matters 
as conservation, wildlife and fisheries, state boundary lines, mines and 
minerals, and pipelines; and (3) Revenue and FiscalAffairs Committee, 
which has similar responsibilities to the House Ways and Means 
Committee. '0 
Key Louisiana regulatory agencies include the Department of 
Environmental Quality ("DEQ") and Department of Natural Resources 
("DNR"). The DEQ was created in 1984 to be the primary agency in the 
state concerned with environmental matters. Its responsibilities include 
regulation of air quality, noise pollution control, water pollution control, 
regulation of solid waste disposal, protection and preservation of the scenic 
rivers and streams of the state, regulation and control of radiation, 
management of hazardous waste, and regulation of those programs which 
encourage, assist, and result in the reduction of wastes generated within 
Louisiana. The DNR has responsibility for a variety of matters including 
coastal restoration and management; regulation, conservation and use of 
natural resources not specifically within the jurisdiction of other state 
agencies, such as oil and gas; and mineral resources, including the leasing 
and production of state lands. As 
a
part of these responsibilities, it oversees 
certain oil and gas-related environmental matters such as the handling 
of exploration and production wastes. 
The Texas Legislature also performs much of its work through 
committees. Key Texas House of Representatives committees include the 
(1)
EnergyResourcesCommittee, responsible for energy matters including 
8 Minerals Management Service 1982-1997: 15 Years ofExcellence (visited Feb. 26, 
1998) <http://www.mms.gov/dirlooc/mms5.html#A Message from our Director>. 
9 For a more specific listing of committee responsibilities, see Rules of Order, 
Louisiana House of Representatives (Rev. 9/96). 
10 For a more specific listing ofcommittee responsibilities, see Rules ofOrder, Louisiana 
Senate (Rev. 1/96). 
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oil and gas; (2) NaturalResources Committee,responsible for water issues; 
(3) EnvironmentalRegulation Committee, responsible for air and waste 
matters and most Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission 
("TNRCC") procedural matters; and (4) Ways and Means Committee, 
responsible for most taxation and other revenue-raising issues. 1 Key Texas 
Senate committees include the (1) Natural Resources Committee, 
responsible for natural resources issues including air, waste, water, oil and 
gas operations, and agriculture; (2) Finance 
Committee, 
responsible for 
budget and revenue raising matters, tax breaks, and tax appraisal districts; 
and (3) State Affairs 
Committee, 
responsible for most "major" statewide 
bills such as those fertaining to electric restructuring, transportation, and 
insurance. 12 
Key Texas regulatory agencies include the TNRCC and Railroad 
Commission. The TNRCC was created in 1991 by combining 
responsibilities of other state agencies. It is the state's environmental 
protection agency responsible to protect the state's water, air, and land 
resources from pollution. The Railroad Commission is the oldest regulatory 
agency in Texas, established in 1891 to regulate the rail industry. It has 
since assumed responsibility for oversight of many different industries 
including the oil and gas industry. As a part of this responsibility, it 
oversees certain oil and gas-related environmental matters such as 
protection of surface and subsurface water from pollution resulting from 




The environmental debate affects virtually every segment of the 
business community, and the oil and gas industry is no exception. Despite 
the uncertainties surrounding the oil and gas industry over the past decade, 
it remains an important part of the United States economy and has a strong 
vested interest in the outcome of the debate. Year-end 1996 data 3 indicates 
that almost 1.4 million people are employed in the domestic oil and gas 
industry, around 330,000 of which are in Louisiana and Texas. It is more 
than a regional industry, as oil and gas production occurs in 33 out of the 50 
states. This includes 63 out of the 64 Louisiana parishes, 14 and 216 out of 
the 254 Texas counties. 
11 Texas House of Representatives committee responsibilities are set out in House 
Resolution 5, 75th Regular Session, 1997. 
12 There are no rules that designate Texas Senate committee responsibilities, but there are 
generally accepted areas of committee referral which, under current Senate rules, are 
ultimately decided by the lieutenant governor. 
13 
See The Oil & Gas Producing Industry in Your State 1997-1998, independent 
Petroleum Association ofAmerica, November 1997. 
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The oil and gas industry is represented in the environmental debate by 
a number of trade associations. On the federal side, six of the most well 
known are the American Petroleum Institute ("API"), Domestic Petroleum 
Council ("DPC"), Independent Petroleum Association of America 
("IPAA"), Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association ("Mid-Continent"), 
National Ocean Industries Association ("NOlA"), and Natural Gas Supply 
Association ("NGSA"). All are headquartered in Washington, D.C. 
There are several oil and gas industry state trade associations in 
Louisiana and Texas. In Louisiana, they include the Louisiana Mid-
Continent Oil and Gas Association ("LMOGA") and Louisiana Independent 
Oil 
&
Gas Association ("LI OGA"). Both are headquartered in Baton Rouge. 
In Texas, they include the Texas Oil 
& 
Gas Association ("TXOGA"), 
formerly the Texas MidContinent Oil 
& 
Gas Association, and Texas 
Independent Producers 
&
Royalty Owners Association ("TIPRO"). Both are 
headquartered in Austin. 
D. Environmental Organizations 
The environmental movement is powerful and, in most cases, well 
organized. An Internet search for environmental organizations reveals home 
pages for over 200 groups representing a wide variety of domestic and 
international environmental objectives. For example, Greenpeace 
International is one of the more well-known of the environmental 
organizations. In its mission statement, it characterizes itself as "an 
independent, campaigning organization which uses non-violent, creative 
confrontation to expose global environmental problems, and to force the 
solutions which are essential to a green and peaceful future." 5Its goal 
is 
"to ensure the ability of the earth to nurture life in all of its diversity," 
seeking to: 
* 
[p]rotect biodiversity in all its forms; 
* [p]revent pollution and abuse of the earth's ocean, land, air, 
and fresh water; 
* 
[e]nd all nuclear threats; and 
* [p]romote peace, global disarmament, and non-violence. 
Some other well-known environmental organizations are Earth First, 
Environmental Defense Fund, Friends of the Earth, National Audubon 
Society, Natural Resources Defense Council, and Sierra Club. These groups 
advance their pro-environment agenda through a variety of means including 
information gathering and dissemination, media activity, protests, lobbying, 
and litigation. 
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III. The Trends 
A. The Globalization of the Environmental Debate 
The environmental debate has gone global, with issues ranging from 
endangered species to toxic chemicals and geographic impact as diverse as 
the rainforests of South America and abandoned oil fields in Russia. Global 
warming is probably the most highly publicized development in this trend, 
and has the potential to significantly impact the oil and gas industry. 
There are few aspects of global warming that are not in debate, 
including the threshold question of whether it exists. What is global 
warming? One description was provided in a recent article appearing in 
Newsweek. 
The blanket of water vapor, carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases 
in Earth's atmosphere keeps the planet at 600 F, warmer than it would 
otherwise be. But as mankind has produced more carbon dioxide, mainly by 
burning fossil fuels, the blanket has grown a bit thicker, and the greenhouse 
effect threatens to turn from a comforter into a climatic disaster. 16 
Global warming came into focus at the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de 
Janeiro and was at center stage during the December 1997 climate-change 
conference in Kyoto, Japan. At that conference, 38 of the 150 attending 
countries reached a treaty agreement to reduce emissions ofsix greenhouse 
gases. " Reductions would be to 1990 or 1995 levels, depending on the gas 
involved. European Union emissions would generally be reduced eight 
percent by 2012, Japan and Canada six percent, and the United States seven 
percent. Developing countries, such as China and Mexico, would not be 
required to make emissions reductions. Several countries, such as Australia 
and Norway, would actually be able to increase emissions. 
The DOE indicates that the United States commitment would mean 
emitting 550 million metric tons less carbon dioxide by 2012. This would 
be primarily achieved by burning less coal, oil, and natural gas. The Clinton 
Administration recently announced plans to combat global warming 
through $3.6 billion in tax cuts and $2.7 billion in research spending over 
five years. Tax cuts would include tax credits for various energy 
conservation measures such as a $3,000 credit for the purchase of any 
automobile offering gasoline mileage twice the base fuel economy level for 
automobiles of similar size. 8 
The Clinton Administration has indicated that it will not seek United 
States Senate ratification of the treaty until 1999, and not until developing 
16 Sharon Begley, Too Much Hot Air, Newsweek, Oct. 20,1997, at 50. 
J 
Carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxide, methane, hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, and 
sulfur hexaflouride. 
18 
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countries pledge to limit their greenhouse gas emissions. A number of 
Senate members have threatened veto. In a letter to Senator Chuck Hagel 
(R-NE), Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott said that he had made it clear to 
President Clinton that "the Senate will not ratify a flawed climate change 
treaty." Senator Lott noted that the treaty under discussion did not appear to 
satisfy the five criteria which would be applied by the Senate. These criteria 
would require that there be no (1)erosion ofUnited States sovereignty; (2) 
hidden taxes; 
(3) 
loss of United States jobs; (4) disadvantage for United 
States business; or 
(5) 
special advantage for third-world polluters. 19 
Environmental organizations are the chief proponents of the need to 
address global warming. They contend that continued global warming will 
have a variety ofnegative impacts on the environment including increased 
drought, flooding, and sea level rise, as well as an increase in the number of 
tropical storms and hurricanes. 
Opponents include much of the business community, particularly 
industries such as coal, steel, oil and gas, paper, and automobile 
manufacturing. They generally question the science behind the concern over 
global warming. In addition, they contend that emissions reductions 
contemplated by the treaty would ultimately raise gasoline prices forty-four 
cents a gallon, increase electric bills forty-eight percent, and push up the 
cost of home heating oil fifty-five percent.2 0 
B. Increased Governance 
Thomas Sullivan describes the environmental law system as "an 
organized way of using all of the laws in our legal system to minimize, 
prevent, punish or remedy the consequences of actions which damage or 
threaten the environment, public health and safety." 21 These laws include 
federal and state statutes and local ordinances; regulations promulgated by 
federal, state, and local agencies; court decisions; the common law; the 
United States Constitution and state constitutions; and treaties. 22 
The environmental law system has become increasingly complex since 
its infancy in the early 1970's. A striking example is found by taking an 
historical look at EPA regulations captured at Title 40 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations. In 1972, Title 40 contained approximately 300 pages. 
Today it contains over 14,000 pages. 23 
19 Kyoto conference yields treaty U.S. Congress likely to reject, Oil &Gas Journal, Dec. 
15, 1997, at 18. 
20 Sharon Begley, Wake Up Call,Newsweek, Dec. 22,1997, at 67. 
21 
Thomas F. P. Sullivan, Environmental Law Handbook I (Government Institutes, Inc., 
13th ed. 1995). 
22 Id. at 2. 
23 A telling year-by-year comparison of this information for the 1972-1996 time frame 
was presented by Liskow 
& 
Lewis attorney Robert E. Holden at LouisianaEnvironmental 
Law Compliance 1997 Update,The Cambridge Institute, Sept. 19,1997. 
-110-
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There have been a number of recent federal and state developments 
which fall within this trend of increased governance. For discussion 
purposes, they will be categorized as involving air, water, waste, and 
"miscellaneous." 
1.Air 
a. Ozone and Particulate Matter Standards 
Federal air emissions standards have been at the heart of the 
environmental debate over the past year. With considerable controversy, the 
EPA tightened these standards for ozone (i.e., smog) and particulate matter 
(i.e., soot) by final rules published on July 18, 1997. 24 The final rules 
reduce the present ozone standard from .12 parts per million measured over 
a one-hour period to .08 parts per million measured over an eight-hour 
period. They also provide for EPA regulation of fine particles that are 
2.5 
micrometers in diameter or smaller, referred to as "PM2.5," at an average 
annual limit of 15 micrograms per cubic meter and a twenty-four hour limit 
of 65 micrograms per cubic meter. Under the ozone standard, the EPA will 
not designate areas as "non-attainment" where anticipated regional 
measures will provide the bulk of the necessary ozone reductions. Those 
areas will instead be treated as "transitional," with a 2004 deadline for 
compliance. Nonattainment designations for PM2.5 will not begin until 
a 
full scientific review is conducted as to health effects, and the EPA will 
allow five years for the gathering of additional relevant scientific data. 
Litigation and legislative efforts to block or clarify implementation of 
these new standards are underway. API has noted that the impact of these 
new standards on exploration and production is difficult to project since the 
states must ultimately develop mechanisms for compliance. However, the 
expansion of states needing to make emissions reductions increases the 
likelihood that exploration and production will be affected. 
b.
Regional Haze and New Source Review 
The EPA published a notice of proposed rulemaking on July 31, 1997 
25 which would control regional haze, and would protect and improve 
visibility in federal Class 
I 
areas under the Clean Air ACt. 26 Class I areas 
involve national parks, wilderness areas, and other areas under federal 
jurisdiction that are deemed to have special scenic and other properties 
meriting added protection. The proposed rule would require states to submit 
implementation plans to the EPA within five years that would result in 
a 
one "deciview" improvement in visibility per decade. 
24 62 Fed. Reg. 38652 (PM2.5) and 38856 (ozone) (1997) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pt. 
50). 
25 62 Fed. Reg. 41138 (1997) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pt 51) (comment period ended 
Dec. 5, 1997,62 Fed. Reg. 55202). 
26 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 7401 etseq. 
- 111 -
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The EPA's New Source Review ("NSR") program gives federal land 
managers authority to review proposals for new projects or modifications of 
existing projects near Class I areas. The EPA has proposed to broaden the 
area in which projects are subject to review and to increase the authority of 
federal land managers to influence or prohibit new projects or modifications 
of existing projects. Considerable recent attention has been given to the 
Breton National Wilderness Area ("BNWA"), a Class 
I
area involving the 
Louisiana coast. The federal land manger for this area, the Fish and Wildlife 
Service, has expressed concern that projected industrial growth along the 
coastline might negatively impact air quality in the BNWA. Industry has 
agreed to perform a study to demonstrate that air quality has not 
deteriorated and that new developments should not be limited. This study 
was commenced in late 1997. 
API indicates that the proposed regional haze and NSR rules have the 
potential to most significantly impact oil and gas exploration and 
production through restrictions on new development. It also suggests that 
the proposed regional haze rule might result in the need to install additional 
controls on equipment at exploration and production sites to limit emissions 
of ozone precursors. API has estimated the cost of such controls at $260 
million to $2.6 billion, depending upon the number of states involved. 
Finally, air quality concerns near the BNWA could result in costly air 
emissions restrictions affecting new development efforts onshore and 
offshore. 
c. Louisiana and Texas Developments 
There have been several recent "air" developments in Louisiana and 
Texas. In its 1997 session, the Louisiana Legislature passed Senate Bill 619 
(Sens. Hainkel, R-New Orleans; Dardenne, R-Baton Rouge; Ewing, D-
Ruston; and Lambert, D-Baton Rouge) which amended the Revised 
StatuteS27 effective August 15, 1997 to authorize the DEQ to increase 
existing air quality program fees an average of four and one-half percent to 
cover department operating expenses for the continued implementation of 
the accidental release prevention program. The fee schedule will be based 
on industrial groups that reflect the degree of regulation under the program. 
Grandfathered facilities have received a considerable amount of recent 
attention in Texas. The 75th Texas Legislature passed House Bill 3019 
(Rep. Allen, R-Grand Prairie) which amended the Health and Safety Code 2 8 
effective September 1, 1997 to clarify the authority of the TNRCC to grant 
exemptions from certain requirements of the Texas Clean Air Act. 29 The 
Texas Clean Air Act requires that a TNRCC permit be obtained before work 
27 Enacting La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 30:2063(J) (West Supp. 1998). 
28 Tex. Health & Safety Code Ann. § 382.057(a) (Vernon Supp. 1998). 
29 Tex. Health 
& 
Safety Code Ann. §382.001 et seq. (Vernon Supp. 1998). 
- 112-
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is commenced on construction of a new facility or modification of an 
existing facility which may emit air contaminants. It also allows the 
TNRCC to grant exemptions in certain circumstances where such emissions 
will not be significant. Questions had arisen as to whether this exemption 
authority applied to modifications of existing facilities as well as the 
construction of new facilities. House Bill 3019 provides that the TNRCC 
may grant such an exemption as to any facility, including permitted or 
"grandfathered" facilities. It also requires the TNRCC to develop a 
voluntary emissions reduction plan for the permitting of existing significant 
sources by December 
1, 
1998. That effort is pending. 
2. Water 
a. Hydraulic Fracturing 
The production enhancement technique of hydraulic fracturing was 
involved in a recent decision by the United States Court of Appeals, 11th 
Circuit, inLegalEnvironmentalAssistanceFoundationv. EPA. 3 0 The Legal 
Environmental Assistance Foundation ("LEAF") petitioned the EPA to 
withdraw EPA approval of the Alabama Underground Injection Control 
("UIC") program on the ground that it was deficient because it failed to 
regulate hydraulic fracturing activities associated with methane gas 
production as allegedly required by the Safe Drinking Water Act 
("SDWA").31 The EPA denied the petition, finding that hydraulic fracturing 
did not fall within the regulatory definition of"underground injection" since 
the main function of the wells in question was methane gas production, not 
underground injection. The court found that hydraulic fracturing is covered 
by the SDWA and that the EPA must therefore reconsider the petition for 
withdrawal of the Alabama UIC program. 
b.MMS Developments 
There have been a number ofrecent developments involving the MMS. 




1998 Memorandum ofUnderstanding ("MOU") 3 2 defining their 
respective responsibilities in the OCS. This MOU specifically considers a 
variety of operational aspects of mobile offshore drilling units, fixed 
facilities, and floating facilities. It also defines respective agency 
responsibilities in civil penalty and pollution matters. 
Recent MMS regulatory efforts have been directed at offshore safety 
and environmental responsibility. For example, the MMS published a final 
rule on January 27,199733 which became effective March 28, 1997 and 
revises requirements for preventing hydrogen sulfide releases during 
30 118 F. 3d 1467 (11th Cir. 1997). 
42 U.S.C. §§ 300h to 300h-8. 
32 
63 Fed. Reg. 256 (1998) (comment period ended March 6, 1998). 
33 62 Fed. Reg. 3793 (1997) (to be codified at 30 C.F.R. pt. 250). 
113 -
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operations in the OCS. It also addresses the training and protection of 
personnel. The final rule requires an MMS-approved hydrogen sulfide 
contingency plan prior to beginning operations in zones other than those 
zones where the absence of hydrogen sulfide has been confirmed. 
The MMS published a final rule on March 25, 199734 which became 
effective June 23, 1997 and combines MMS requirements for oil spill 
contingency plans. Spill contingency plans are generally required ofowners 
or operators of oil exploration, drilling, production, storage, handling, 
processing, or transportation facilities located seaward of the coast line. A 
plan must be submitted to the MMS for approval and must demonstrate an 
ability to respond quickly and effectively whenever oil is spilled. The final 
rule details various plan requirements such as when the plan must be 
submitted, how it is to be implemented, how it may be revised, the 
calculation of worst case spill scenarios, and spill notification. 
The MMS published a notice of proposed rulemaking on March 25, 
199735 which would establish the requirements for showing oil spill 
financial responsibility under Title 
I
ofthe Oil Pollution Act of 1990.36 The 
proposed rulemaking would apply to "covered offshore facilities" on any 
lease, permit, right of use, or easement issued or granted under the Outer 
Continental Shelf Lands Act ("OCSLA")" or applicable state law. It would 
require the "designated applicant" to demonstrate oil spill financial 
responsibility in an amount which, by formula based on location and worst 
case spill volumes, would range from $10,000,000 to $150,000,000. The 
proposed rulemaking would also provide various means of evidencing 
financial responsibility including self-insurance, insurance, guarantee, 
surety bond, and alternative methods approved by the MMS. Finally, it 
would address various administrative reporting matters and provide for the 
presentation and handling ofclaims for oil spill removal costs and damages. 
The MMS published a final rule on May 22, 199738 which became 
effective August 20, 1997 and addresses OCS bonding and plugging and 
abandonment responsibilities. It set a December 
8, 
1997 deadline for lessees 
to comply with lease and area bond coverage requirements established 
in the rule published August 27, 1993.39 It also clarifies the MMS' positions 
that 
(1) 
colessees and operating rights owners are jointly and severally 
liable for compliance with MMS regulations and nonmonetary lease terms 
34 62 Fed. Reg. 13991 (1997) (to be codified at 30 C.F.R. pts. 250 and 254). 
3 62 Fed. Reg. 14052 (1997) (to be codified at 30 C.F.R. pt. 253) (comment period 
ended August 22, 1997,62 Fed. Reg. 24375). 
36 33 U.S.C. § 2701 et seq. 
3 43 U.S.C. § 1331 et seq. 
38 62 Fed. Reg. 27948 (1997) (to be codified at 30 e.F.R. pts. 250, 251,256, 281, and 
282). 
3 58 Fed. Reg. 45255 (1993). 
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and (2) an assignor of an oes lease remains responsible for all obligations 
that accrue under the lease prior to the time the MMS approves the 
assignment. Plugging and abandonment obligations are deemed to "accrue" 
when the well is drilled or platform is installed, as applicable. The final rule 
also establishes a regulatory framework for MMS acceptance of lease-
specific abandonment accounts and third-party guarantees. 
c. Louisiana and Texas Developments 
In its 1997 session, the Louisiana Legislature passed Senate Bill 628 
(Sens. Hainkel, R-New Orleans; Dardenne, R-Baton Rouge; Ewing, D-
Ruston; and Lambert, D-Baton Rouge) which amended the Revised Statues 
40 effective August 15, 1997 to authorize the increase of DEQ office of 
water resources fees seven and one-half percent after July 1, 1998. The 
office ofwater resources may increase the fees by an additional seven and 
one-half 
percent after July 1, 1999. The additional revenue is to be used to 
develop total maximum daily load determinations and as otherwise may be 
necessary to protect the waters of the state. 
House Bill 1005 (Rep. Thompson, D-Delhi) did not pass, but would 
have prohibited oil and gas well owners and operators from discharging 
produced water into any surface water of Louisiana after January 
1, 
1998. It 
would have also provided a civil fine of two dollars for each barrel of 
produced water discharged in violation of the prohibition. Finally, the bill 
stated that the prohibition and penalty could not be waived by any authority. 
In Texas, a significant effort is underway to address questions over 
water resources. Senate Bill 
1 
(Sen. Brown, R-Lake Jackson) was passed by 
the 75th Texas Legislature and amended the Water Code 4' effective 
September 
1, 
1997 to establish a comprehensive statewide water resource 
development and management plan. The plan was prompted by concerns 
over scarcity and competition for water, heightened environmental 
considerations, the costliness of new water supply development, and 
significant projected increases in the Texas population.42 It (1) requires the 
Texas Water Development Board to adopt a state water plan every five 
years that incorporates local and regional water plans; (2) allows the reuse 
of surface water prior to its return to the stream and allows the reuse of 
returned flows of groundwater that are discharged to a stream, upon 
TNRCC authorization; 
(3)
places procedural and substantive requirements 
on the interbasin transfer of water, including the consideration of water 
conservation and drought management measures in the receiving basin; (4) 
provides expanded financial assistance for water management and 
conservation activities; and 
(5)
provides for data collection and information 
sharing regarding state water resources. 
40 Enacting La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 30:2089 (West Supp. 1998). 
41 Tex. Water Code Ann., various sections (Vernon 1988 and Vernon Supp. 1998). 
42 Senate Comm. on Energy Resources, Bill Analysis, Tex. S.B. 1, 75th Leg. (1997). 
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3. Waste 
a. Campbell Wells 
Oil field waste has captured much recent media attention, most notably 
in a December 23, 1997 CBS News "special report" entitled "Town Under 
Siege." This program raised issues over the treatment and disposal of 
exploration and production waste at the Campbell Wells facility in Grand 
Bois, Louisiana. It principally represented the views of local residents who 
had filed lawsuits alleging detrimental health consequences and seeking 
both monetary damages and facility shutdown. 
The CBS News special report questioned, among other things, the oil 
and gas industry's exploration and production waste exemption under the 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act ("RCRA").43 RCRA was enacted 
by the United States Congress in 1976 and is primarily designed to regulate 
five types of waste disposal activities including hazardous waste, solid 
waste, underground storage tanks, oil waste and medical waste. It 
establishes a "cradle-to-grave" system that regulates hazardous waste from 
its generation, through its transportation, to its final disposal. Exploration 
and production waste such as produced water, drilling fluids, rig wash, and 
well completion fluids, have generally been exempt from hazardous waste 
regulation under RCRA. However, the EPA has been considering a variety 
of options for changing the way in which this waste is regulated. The oil 
and gas industry, through several of its trade associations, continues to 
monitor the EPA effort. It is also working with the Interstate Oil and Gas 
Compact Commission to improve the various related state regulatory 
programs. 
The Campbell Wells situation has prompted both legislative and 
regulatory initiatives in Louisiana. On the legislative side, the most notable 
example is a failed effort by Senator Robichaux, D-Matthews, in the 1997 
session to pass Senate Bill 1308 which would have placed severe 
restrictions on non-hazardous oil field waste disposal. This bill would have 
prohibited commercial waste disposal facilities in Louisiana from accepting 
drilling mud, salt water, or other related non-hazardous wastes generated by 
the drilling and production of oil and gas wells outside of the state 
if 
the 
waste could not be lawfully disposed of in the state of its origin. It also 
would have increased the buffer zone around such commercial waste 
disposal facilities by prohibiting them from being located within 15,000 feet 
ofa residential, commercial, or public building. Finally, the bill would have 
required commercial waste disposal facilities to maintain a liner meeting 
certain requirements along the bottom and sides of any pit. Senator 
Robichaux was also unsuccessful in amending this concept into several 
other bills during the 1997 legislative session. 
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On the regulatory side, the Louisiana DNR adopted an emergency rule 
on February 27, 1998 which amends Statewide Order 29-B effective May 1, 
1998. This emergency rule requires that 
(1)
a waste profile be developed for 
each testing batch of exploration and production waste proposed for storage, 
treatment, or disposal at a commercial facility in the state, regardless of its 
origin; 
(2) 
each exploration and production waste shipping unit be 
accompanied by a copy of the waste profile and a manifest to be presented 
to the facility operator before offloading; and 
(3)
before off-loading, and in 
order to verify that the waste qualifies as an exploration and production 
waste, each waste shipping unit be tested. The emergency rule also 
elaborates on test criteria and procedures. Produced water, produced 
formation fresh water, and other exploration and production waste fluids are 
exempt from certain provisions of the testing requirements provided that 
they are stored and transported in enclosed containers, stored in enclosed 
tanks at the commercial facility, and disposed ofby deepwell injection. 
b. Other Louisiana and Texas Developments 
The 1997 Louisiana legislative session produced several notable 
developments in the area of waste. For example, House Bill 235 (Rep. 
Flavin, R-Lake Charles, and Sen. Hainkel, R-New Orleans) amends the 
Revised Statues 
" 
effective July 1,1998 to dedicate all funds generated by 
the hazardous waste tax to the cleanup of hazardous waste sites. It also 






House Bill 1394 (Rep. Smith, D-Leesville) amended the Revised 
Statues 4' effective July 10, 1997 to require the assistant secretary for the 
DEQ office of solid and hazardous waste to send a list of hazardous waste 
permit applications and granted permits to each member of the legislative 
committees on natural resources and the environment in the house and 
senate as well as to each member of the legislature in whose district 
facilities involved in such applications or permits are located. The lists are 
to be mailed monthly and describe the nature of the permits, dates 
of 
application or granting, persons or companies affected, and parishes 
involved. 
House Bill 1744 (Rep. Guillory, D-Lake Charles) amended the Revised 
Statues 46 effective August 15, 1997 to authorize the secretary of the 
Department of Public Safety and Corrections to provide for periodic 
inspection of rail cars transporting hazardous material prior to their 
departure from a railroad switching yard located outside of the property 
boundaries of chemical manufacturing or processing plants. 
4 La. Rev. Stat. Ann. §30:2205(A)(1) (West Supp. 1998). 
45 Enacting La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 30:2181 (West Supp. 1998). 
46 Enacting La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 32:1504(C) (West Supp. 1998). 
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House Bill 2270 (Rep. DeWitt, D-Lecompte) amended the Revised 
Statues 47 effective July 3, 1997 to exempt injection wells from the ban on 
land disposal ofhazardous waste. This exemption applies provided that the 
land disposal has been exempted by the EPA from land disposal 
prohibitions contained in RCRA, a permit has been issued for the injection 
well by the Louisiana office ofconservation, and there are no economically 
reasonable and environmentally sound alternatives to the injection of such 
hazardous waste. 
House Bill 2327 (Rep. Faucheux, D-LaPlace) amended the Revised 
Statues4 8 effective August 15, 1997 to require an applicant for a new permit 
or major modification of an existing permit authorizing treatment, storage, 
or disposal of hazardous waste; disposal of solid waste; or discharge of 
certain water pollutants or air emissions to submit an environmental 
assessment statement as a part of the permit application. The environmental 
assessment statement will satisfy the public trustee requirements ofArticle 
IX, Section I of the Louisiana Constitution and must address (1)potential 
and real adverse environmental effects of the proposed activity; 
(2)
a cost-
benefit analysis; and 
(3)
alternatives to the proposed activity which would 
offer more protection to the environment without unduly curtailing non-
environmental benefits. The DEQ may, and if requested, shall, conduct 
a 
public hearing on the environmental assessment statement and proposed 
permit. Exemptions from the requirement to submit an environmental 
assessment statement apply in the cases of minor modifications, minor 
variances, minor sources, remedial actions, permit renewals or extensions, 
and departmental rulemaking. 
The 75th Texas Legislature passed two bills of interest involving waste. 
House Bill 2776 (Rep. Jackson, RLaPorte) amended various codes 49 
effective September 1, 1997 to update the Texas "Superfund" program. It 
(1) expands the class of persons having the right to file private cost-
recovery actions to include anyone conducting removal or remedial 
activities that are approved by the TNRCC and necessary to address an 
actual or threatened release; 
(2) 
provides greater liability protection for 
lenders; and 
(3) 
provides an "innocent landowner" defense to liability 
where land has become contaminated as 
a 
result of a release or migration 
from an adjacent source. 50 
47 Enacting La. Rev. Stat. Ann. §30:2193(G) (West Supp. 1998). 
48 Enacting La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 30:2018 (West Supp. 1998). 
49 Tex. Health & Safety Code Ann., various sections (Vernon 1992 and Vernon Supp. 
1998); Tex. Water Code Ann., various sections (Vernon 1988 and Vernon Supp. 1998); and 
Tex. Gov't. Code Ann., various sections (Vernon 1988 and Vernon Supp. 1998). 
so See Morton and Soza, 1997 Updateon Federaland StateSuperfundLaw, 9th Annual 
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Senate Bill 635 (Sen. Brown, R-Lake Jackson) amended the Natural 
Resources Code 5' effective September 1, 1997 to clarify the Railroad 
Commission's rights with respect to the oil-field cleanup fund. It authorizes 
the commission to use money in the fund for conducting site investigations 
to determine the nature and extent of contamination caused by oil and gas 
wastes, or other substances regulated by the commission, and any necessary 
remedial measures. It requires the commission to include in an annual report 
to the Texas Legislature a projection of the amount of money needed over 
the next biennium to conduct such investigations. It also allows the 
commission to recover all investigative costs from any person required by 
law or commission rule or order to clean up the wastes or substances. 
4. Miscellaneous 
a. Access 
There have been a variety ofother recent "governance" developments 
involving the environment which impact, or have the potential to impact, 
the oil and gas industry. For example, the oil and gas industry continues to 
monitor legislative and regulatory developments and practices which would 
limit access to lands for exploration and production purposes. A 1997 study 
by the Cooperating Associations Forum sought to inventory and classify 
federal lands in eight western states to show their availability for oil and gas 
exploration and development. Participants in the forum included oil and gas 
trade and professional associations such as the American Association of 
Professional Landmen and IPAA. The results of the study were published 
in the November/December 1997 issue of Landman Magazine. 52 While the 
study did not involve Louisiana, Texas, or the OCS, its results are notable 
in 
suggesting the tightening of access to federal lands for exploration and 
production purposes. The study found, among other things, that: 
* 
since 1983, access to mineral reserves has declined by more than 
sixty percent; 
* 
since 1983, designated wilderness on forest service lands has 
increased by almost 
9 
million acres or 100 percent; and 
* over ten percent of the Bureau ofLand Management ("BLM") oil 
and gas mineral estate is restricted because of areas of critical 
environmental concern. 
Offshore exploration and production activity has been particularly 
affected by administrative and congressional restrictions on leasing and 
access. As a recent example, House Bill 180 (Rep. Goss, R-FLA) was 
introduced in the 105th United States Congress in January of 1997 and 
would place additional restrictions on oil and gas development activity 
in 
51 Tex. Nat. Res. Code Ann. §§ 91.112 and 91.113 (Vernon Supp. 1998). 
52 
Federal Land Access to Oil and Gas Minerals in Eight Western States, Landman, 
November/December 1997, at 19. 
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the Eastern Gulf of Mexico planning area. 
b. One-Call 
Concerns over pipeline safety, and related environmental risks, have 
prompted federal and state initiatives involving "one-call" legislation. As 
the name implies, this type of legislation contemplates a centralized 
notification system where one call could be made to locate pipelines and 
underground facilities in an excavation or demolition area. On the federal 
front, Senate Bill 1115 was introduced in the 105th United States Congress 
by Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott (R-MS). It would create the 
"Comprehensive One-Call Notification Act of 1997" to provide for a 
coordinated national effort to improve one-call notification programs 
in each state as well as the effectiveness and efficiency of the notifications that 
operate under those programs. It would set minimum standards for state 
one-call programs and review one-call system practices. It would also 
provid'e financial assistance for qualifying states. 
In Louisiana, Senate Bill 1123 (Sen. Landry, DLaPlace, and Rep. 
Faucheux, D-LaPlace) amended the "Louisiana Underground Utilities and 
Facilities Damage Prevention Law" 5 effective August 15, 1997. It 
(1) 
expands notification requirements in that each excavator or demolisher must 
give telephonic notice of its intent to excavate or demolish to a regional 
notification center at least 48 hours, but not more than 120 hours, 
in 
advance of commencement of any excavation or demolition activity; 
(2) generally requires the excavator or demolisher to wait at least 48 hours 
following notification before commencing any excavation or demolition 
activity; 
(3)
tightens requirements for the marking of locations offacilities; 
and (4) toughens penalties for noncompliance. 
The 75th Texas Legislature enacted "one-call" legislation by the 
passage of House Bill 2295 (Reps. Oakley, D-Terrell; Carter, R-Fort Worth; 
and Keel, R-Austin). This bill established, effective September 
1, 
1997, the 
"Underground Facility Damage Prevention and Safety Act." There were no 
requirements in prior Texas law that excavators check for underground 
facilities beneath the excavation site or report any excavation damage to 
such facilities. This bill gives effect to a centralized system for underground 
facility verification and notification by: 
(1) 
creating the nonprofit "Texas Underground Facility Notification 
Corporation" ("TUFNC"), with a board of directors appointed by the 
governor, to provide statewide notification services through a system 
of 
notification centers; 
Amending and reenacting La. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§ 40:1749.12(3), (4), (6), (9), and (10), 
1749.13(A) and (B)(1) and (2), 1749.14(C)(1)(a) and (b)(i), and (D), 1749.15, 17.49.16(4), 
1749.17, 1749.19, 1749.20 and 17.49.21; enacting §§ 40:1749.12(11), (12) and (13), 
1749.13(B)(5) and (D), 1749.14(C)(1)(b)(iii) and (iv), (C)(3), and (E), 1749.23, 1749.24 and 
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(2) defining the types of underground facilities which are subject to 
the act; 
(3) providing exemptions for underground storage tanks, wellbore 
piping, and certain exploration and production facilities; 
(4) providing fees to be paid by underground facility operators to 
TUFNC and the notification centers; 
(5) 
requiring underground facility operators to provide a notification 
center with maps and other information pertaining to their underground 
facilities; 
(6) requiring excavators to provide advance notice of intent to 
excavate to a notification center; 
(7) requiring a notification center to advise other affected notification 
centers, and each underground facility operator that may have facilities 
in 
the area, within two hours of receiving a notice of intent to excavate; 
(8) requiring the underground facility operator to mark, ifnecessary, 
the location of its facilities at or near the proposed excavation site within 
forty eight hours ofnotification; 
(9) allowing the underground facility operator to have 
a 
representative present during excavation; 
(10) relieving an excavator which complies with the act from liability 
for damage to an unmarked underground facility; and 
(11) providing civil penalties for excavators violating certain provisions 
of the act and criminal penalties for anyone removing, concealing, or 
damaging a marker or sign giving information about an underground 
facility. 
c. Other Louisiana and Texas Developments 
There have been a number of other notable "miscellaneous" 
developments in Louisiana and Texas. In its 1997 session, the Louisiana 
Legislature passed House Bill 1764 (Reps. Damico, D-Marrero, and 
DeWitt, D-Lecompte) enacting the "Louisiana Environmental Regulatory 
Innovations Programs Act" 54 effective August 15, 1997. This act provides a 
frame work for the state to authorize flexibility in state environmental laws 
and regulations to allow industry to voluntarily participate in programs that 
provide "superior environmental performance." "Superior environmental 
performance" is defined as either 
(1) 
a significant decrease of pollution to 
levels lower than those currently being achieved by a facility where the 
lower levels are better than required by applicable laws and regulations or 
(2) an improvement in social or economic benefits to the state while 
protecting the environment in a manner equal to that currently being 
achieved under applicable laws and regulations, provided that all 
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requirements under current applicable laws and regulations are being 
achieved by the facility. 
House Bill 1789 (Rep. Flavin, R-Lake Charles, and Sens. Malone, R-
Shreveport, and Romero, R-New Iberia) amended the Revised Statuesss 
effective August 15, 1997 to provide that work orders or compliance orders 
issued by the DNR are sufficient authorization for an operator or its 
representatives to enter property owned by a third party for purposes of 
conducting site assessments, site restoration, pit closure, plugging and 
abandonment, or similar operations. Entry must be limited to areas and 
times reasonably necessary to perform the relevant operations, and the 
operations must not unreasonably interfere with other activities or 
improvements on the property. Three days prior written notice of the 
proposed entry must be given by the DNR or the operator to the last record 
owner of the property. An entry in compliance with these requirements will 
not constitute trespass or unauthorized entry for purposes of imposing civil 
or criminal liability. 
House Bill 1791 (Rep. Flavin, R-Lake Charles, and Sens. Malone, R-
Shreveport, and Romero, R-New Iberia) made a variety of changes to the 
"Louisiana Oilfield Site Restoration Law." 16 Changes include, among 
other things, 
(1)
clarification as to certain powers and responsibilities of the 
oilfield site restoration commission; 
(2)
clarification that once a site-specific 
trust account has been approved, the party transferring the oilfield site and 
all prior owners, operators, and working interest owners are no longer liable 
to the state for site restoration costs; 
(3)
a provision prohibiting the sale or 
removal ofproperty from an oilfield site which has been declared orphaned 
without the consent ofthe assistant secretary; and (4) provisions authorizing 
the commission to enter land for purposes of site assessment or restoration 
and generally relieving it from liability for any resulting damages. 
House Bill 2309 (Reps. Wiggins, R-Pineville, and Baudoin, D-
Carencro, and Sen. Robichaux, D-Mathews) amended the Revised Statues57 
effective August 15, 1997 to require the DEQ to adopt rules by July 1, 
1998 which would set out the qualifications and requirements for a person 
to be granted 
a 
permit or acquire an ownership interest in a permit. The 
rules are to include a requirement that the applicant provide a list of states 
where it has federal or state environmental permits identical or similar to the 
permit for which application is being made. 
Senate Bill 1132 (Sen. Bean, R-Shreveport, and Rep. DeWitt, D-
ss Enacting La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 30:27 (West Supp. 1998). 
56 Amending and re-enacting La. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§ 30:83(B)(10), 84(A)(1), (5), and (7), 
85, 86(C), (E), and (E)(2), 87(E), 88(B), (C), (D), (E), (F), and (G), 89,91(B), 92(A), 93(A) 
and (2)(c), and 95; enacting La. Rev. Stat. Ann. §. 30:92(C); repealing La. Rev. Stat. Ann. 
§§ 30:83(F)(2) and (4), 84(A)(3), (B), and (C),87(C), and 93(A)(2)(d) (West Supp. 1998). 
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Lecompte) amended the Revised Statues58 effective August 15, 1997 to 
require a permit applicant and any person who may become a party to an 
administrative or judicial proceeding to review a DEQ decision on an 
application to raise all reasonably ascertainable issues and supporting 
evidence prior to the final DEQ decision on the permit application. It further 
provides that issues and evidence not so raised may not be admitted in an 
administrative or judicial proceeding to review the DEQ's decision absent 
a 
showing of good cause. 
House Bill 1825 (Rep. Quezaire, D-Donaldsonville) and Senate Bill 
717 (Sen. Fields, D-Baton Rouge) are of interest even though they failed to 
pass. House Bill 1825 would have prohibited the DEQ from issuing any 
permit, extension, license, waiver, or variance for any new or existing 
facility constituting an "environmental hazard or nuisance" which is located 
or proposed to be located within any postal zip code area or adjacent zip 
code area in which the annual average discharge of hazardous waste or 
emission of air pollutants is above the statewide annual average for all 
postal zip code areas. Senate Bill 717 would have allowed the DEQ to 
revoke an environmental permit when the permit holder fails to operate 
in 
compliance with permit terms for a period of three or more consecutive 
months. 
Pipeline safety was among a variety of miscellaneous matters 
considered by the 75th Texas Legislature. House Bill 1611 (Re-. R. Turner, 
D-Voss) amended the Revised Civil Statutes59 effective June 20, 1997 to 
require each school district to pressure test the natural gas piping systems in 
its facilities at least once every two years. The pressure test is to determine 
whether natural gas piping downstream of the school district's meter holds 
at least normal operating pressure over a time period determined by the 
Railroad Commission. The school district is required to provide written 
notice of the test results to its natural gas supplier, and the supplier 
is 
required to retain a copy of the notice for at least one year. The supplier 
must terminate service to a school district facility if the notice indicates 
a 
hazardous natural gas leak in the facility piping system or the school district 
fails to perform the required testing. 
House Bill 1665 (Rep. Oliveira, D-Brownsville) amended the Property 
Code60 effective September 1, 1997 to require a seller ofunimproved real 
property to be used for residential purposes to provide the buyer with 
a written notice disclosing the location ofany transportation pipelines beneath 
the property. This includes pipelines for transportation of natural gas, 
natural gas liquids, synthetic gas, liquefied petroleum gas, petroleum or 
petroleum product, or a hazardous substance. The notice is to be "to the best 
58 Enacting La. Rev. Stat. Ann. §30:2014.2 (West Supp. 1998). 
5 Adding art. 6053-2a to Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. (Vernon Supp. 1998). 
60 Adding § 5.010 to Tex. Prop. Code Ann. (Vernon Supp. 1998). 
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of the seller's belief and knowledge" and delivered on or before the 
effective date of an executory contract binding the buyer to buy the 
property. If the notice is not provided, the buyer may terminate the contract 
within seven days after the contract's effective date. The notice is not 
required where the contract obligates the seller to furnish a title insurance 
commitment and the buyer is entitled to terminate the contract if the buyer's 
title objections thereunder are not cured by the seller prior to closing. This 




House Bill 3194 (Rep. Alexander, D-Athens)amended the Revised 
Statutes 61 effective June 16, 1997 to provide, subject to various exceptions, 
that a person may not begin construction of a sour gas pipeline facility 
before obtaining a Railroad Commission construction permit. A permit 
applicant must publish notice of the application in a newspaper of general 
circulation in each county that contains part ofthe proposed pipeline route. 
The commission may issue an order approving the application 
if
it finds that 
the materials and methods to be used in the proposed construction comply 
with its rules and safety standards. This may be done without a hearing 
unless an affected party files a written protest within thirty days after 
publication of the notice. The commission is required to hold a hearing 
within sixty days after a protest is filed. 
Senate Bill 633 (Sen. Brown, R-Lake Jackson) amended the 
Government Code 62 effective September 
1, 
1997 to require a state agency 
to complete a draft impact analysis and final regulatory analysis prior to 
adopting any major environmental rule which, with limited exception, 
would 
(1) 
exceed a standard set by federal law; (2) exceed an express 
requirement of state law; 
(3) 
exceed a requirement of a delegation 
agreement between the state and an agency or representative of the federal 
government to implement a state and federal program; or (4) be adopted 
solely under the general powers of the agency instead of under a specific 
state law. The draft impact analysis is to be included in the fiscal note when 
the proposed rule is published for public comment. It must address things 
such as anticipated benefits, costs to the government and the regulated 
community, and reasonable alternatives. After considering public comments 
and determining that the proposed rule should be adopted, a final regulatory 
analysis must be prepared. The agency must find that the proposed rule will 
result in the best combination of effectiveness in obtaining the desired 
results at economic costs not materially greater than the costs of any 
alternatives. 
A
person who submits comments during the comment period 
may challenge the validity of a major environmental rule by filing 
a 
61 Adding art. 6053-4 to Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann., and amending art. 60532(a) (Vernon 
Supp. 1998). 
62 Adding §2001.0225 to Tex. Gov't. Code Ann. (Vernon Supp. 1998). 
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declaratory judgment action within thirty days after the effective date of the 
rule. 
Senate Bill 638 (Sen. Brown, R-Lake Jackson) amended the Natural 
Resources Code63 effective September 1, 1997 to clarify that an operator 
remains responsible for the cost of plugging a well unless the well 
is conveyed to a party recognized by the Railroad Commission as having met 
certain requirements. This bill was prompted by a concern that the State 
of 
Texas was incurring well plugging costs in certain circumstances where 
well ownership or operatorship was conveyed between parties. It provides 
that, in the event of a conveyance of an unplugged well or operatorship 
thereof, a conveying party ceases being the operator for plugging purposes 
only 
if 
the well is in compliance with commission safety and pollution 
control rules at the time of conveyance and the acquiring party 
(1) specifically identifies the well as one for which such party assumes 
plugging responsibility on commission forms; 
(2) 
has a commission-
approved organization report; 
(3) 
has a commission-approved bond, or 
other form of financial security, covering the well; and (4) places the well 
in compliance with commission rules. 
Senate Bill 639 (Sen. Brown, R-Lake Jackson) amended the Natural 
Resources Code 6 effective September 
1, 
1997 to clarify the authority of 
the Railroad Commission in dealing with parties that have violated certain 
statutes or commission rules. The amendment provides that the commission 
may not accept an organization report or application for a permit, 
or 
approve a certificate of compliance, 
if (1) 
the submitting organization 
violated a statute or commission rule, order, license, certificate, or permit 
relating to safety or pollution prevention or control or 
(2)
a person holding a 
position ofownership or control in the submitting organization has, within 
the previous five years, held a similar position in another organization that 
was involved in such a violation. The circumstances constituting 
a 
"violation" are clarified to include where a final judgment or administrative 
order finding violation has been entered and all appeals have been 
exhausted, or where the commission and organization have entered into an 
agreed order relating to an alleged violation. Clarification is also provided 
to the definition of "ownership or control." An exception to the 
commission's authority exists where 
(1) 
the condition constituting a 
violation is corrected or being corrected in accordance with a schedule 
acceptable to the commission and the organization; 
(2)
all related penalties 
and other costs incurred by the state and assessed or adjudged against the 
organization are paid or being paid in accordance with a payment schedule 
acceptable to the commission and the organization; and 
(3) 
the. report, 
63 Tex. Nat. Res. Code Ann. §§ 89.002(a)(2) and 89.011(b) (Vernon Supp. 1998). 
64 
Amending Tex. Nat. Res.,Code Ann. § 91.114 (Vernon Supp. 1998), and adding § 
91.142(e) and (f) (Vernon Supp. 1998). 
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application, or certificate is in compliance with all other requirements of 
law and commission rules. If the commission is prohibited from accepting 
an organization report or permit application, or approving a certificate of 
compliance, the commission may also revoke any existing report, permit, or 
certificate of the affected organization. 
Senate Bill 1591 (Sen. Haywood, R-Witchita Falls) amended the Water 
Code 65 effective September 1, 1997 to give the TNRCC authority to 
exempt an applicant from a requirement of a statute or commission rule 
regarding pollution control or abatement 
if
the applicant proposes to control 
or abate pollution by an alternative method, or by applying an alternative 
standard, that is at least as protective of the environment and the public 
health and is not inconsistent with federal law. The bill also requires the 
TNRCC to promulgate a rule specifying a procedure for obtaining such 
exemption after public notice and participation. Any TNRCC exemption 
order must provide a specific description of the alternative method or 
standard, and condition the exemption on compliance with such alternative 
method or standard. 
C. Increased Enforcement 
Environmental law enforcement efforts have been highly publicized 
in 
recent years. These efforts are ongoing at the federal and state levels. At the 
same time, increased attention is being given to "environmental audit 
privilege." 
1. EPA 
The EPA maintains a sophisticated database on its environmental law 
enforcement efforts. Its fiscal year 1996 enforcement data 66 reflects: 
* 9,739 state enforcement actions; 
* 1,186 EPA formal administrative actions, up from 1,105 in 1995 
but not as high as the 1,596 reported for 1994; 
* 
295 EPA civil judicial referrals, up from 214 in 1995 but not as 
high as the 430 reported for 1994; and 
* 
most significantly, 262 EPA criminal referrals, up from 256 in 
1995 and 220 in 1994. 
In its Fiscal Year 1996 Enforcement and Compliance Assurance 
Accomplishments Report, the EPA characterizes its enforcement efforts as 
being on the rebound: 
The [fiscal year 1996] numbers show that enforcement and compliance 
efforts recovered from the temporary effects of the government shutdown 
65 Adding § 5.123 to Tex. Water Code Ann. (Vernon Supp. 1998). 
66 
See FY 1996 Enforcement andComplianceAssuranceAccomplishments Report (May 
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and budget impasse. The short term consequences were considerable. Once 
the impasse was resolved, however, both headquarters and the regions 
succeeded in getting the enforcement program on its feet again.67 
The EPA also noted that criminal enforcement continued to be the 
fastest growing component of the enforcement program. A total of 221 
defendants were indicted in fiscal year 1996. Defendants were sentenced to 
a total of 1,160 months ofjail time, compared to 860 months in fiscal year 
1995. One hundred and seven individual defendants pleaded or were found 
guilty in criminal judiciary proceedings, in addition to thirty-three corporate 
defendants. 
2. MMS 
The MMS has also stepped up its enforcement effort in the area of 
OCS safety and the environment. This effort is largely due to MMS 
concerns over recent increases in operations and accident rates. MMS data 
68 shows that there are now over 3,800 platforms in the Gulf Of Mexico 
with around 1,000 wells being drilled each year. This data also suggests a 
threefold increase in operations accidents during the 1992-1996 time frame. 
The MMS has publicly stated its belief that the increase in accidents is due 
to the tight job market within the industry, pressure on offshore operators to 
keep costs low, and a general tendency among those operators to not make 
safety a first priority. While the offshore industry has disputed the MMS 
data and conclusions, the MMS has moved forward in an effort to address 
its concerns. 
The MMS issued a "Notice to Lessees" on October 7, 1997 69 which 
updates the MMS civil penalty assessment matrix under the OCSLA. It 
provides for varying penalty ranges, up to $25,000, for each day of each 
violation. These ranges are determined by whether the violation involves 
a 
warning, component shut-in, or facility shut-in; as well as severity taking 
into account threat of injury to humans, the environment, and mineral 
rights. It also considers the civil penalty history of the party involved. 
The MMS published a notice on February 
2, 
1998 70 which 
summarizes OCS civil penalties paid for the fourth quarter of 1997. This 
notice reiterates the goal of the MMS OCS civil penalties program to 
"assure safe and clean operations on the OCS." It notes that the purpose of 
publishing the penalties is "to provide information to the public on 
violations of special concern in OCS operations and to provide an additional 
incentive for safe and environmentally sound operations." It also notes that 
67 Id.at 1-1. 
68 Presented by MMS representatives at a July 9, 1997 IPM luncheon meeting at the 
Omni Hotel in Houston, Texas. 
69 
Notice to Lessees No. 97-5N, October 7, 1997 
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between August 18, 1990 and December 31, 1997, the MMS initiated 170 
compliance reviews resulting in 170 civil penalty cases. In addition, the 
MMS assessed 102 civil penalties and collected almost $1.4 million in 
fines. Eighteen cases were dismissed and fifty were then under review. 
3. 
Louisiana and Texas Developments 
There was one Louisiana enforcement development in the past year 
which is of particular interest. The authority of the Louisiana Attorney 
General to enter into contingency fee contracts with private attorneys to 
represent the state in enforcing environmental laws was challenged 
in 
Meredithv. leyoub. 7' The contract in question appointed private attorneys 
as "Special Assistant Attorneys General" to investigate and prosecute state 
environmental damage claims. It provided that the attorneys were entitled to 
receive, directly from any paying party but subject to certain caps twenty-
five percent ofany gross recovery. LIOGA and several of its members filed 
suit seeking a declaration that the contract was invalid under the Louisiana 
Constitution and statutory law and an injunction prohibiting contract 
enforcement. The Louisiana Supreme Court found that the individual 
plaintiffs had standing to challenge the attorney general's actions since they 
might be subject to lawsuits filed under the contract. The court likewise 
found that LIOGA had standing since its members had standing in their own 
right, its interests in the issue were germane to its organizational purposes, 
and neither the claim asserted nor relief requested required the participation 
of the individual members of LIOGA. The court held that the attorney 
general did not have authority to enter into the contingency fee contract 
in 
question. The court reasoned that the separation ofpowers doctrine requires 
that fiscal matters be left to the Louisiana Legislature. As such, the attorney 
general has no power to enter into such a contingency fee contract unless 
that power has been expressly granted by the Louisiana Constitution or the 
legislature. Here, there had been no such grant. 
The Texas Attorney General's office has also considered private 
attorneys for purposes of investigating environmental matters. A May 14, 
1996 letter from First Assistant Attorney General Jorge Vega authorized 
a 
Houston law firm to obtain information "for potential litigation involving 
recovery of damages and relief from third parties for [oil field] 
contamination and pollution ofvarious waters, including groundwater, that 
exist on and under certain [s]tate owned lands." 
The 75th Texas Legislature also addressed several matters pertaining to 
vironmental enforcement practices. House Bill 1133 (Rep. Dukes, D-
astin) amended the Water Code,72 Health and Safety Code, and 
700 So. 2d 478 (La. 1997). 
Adding § 5.123 to Tex. Water Code Ann. (Vernon Supp. 1998); amending §§ 5.178 
emon Supp. 1998) and 26.0135(d) (Vernon Supp. 1998); and repealing § 26.349(b) 
ernon Supp. 1998). 
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Government Code7 4 effective September 1, 1997 to consolidate TNRCC 
reporting requirements and delete those that were obsolete. It also 
incorporated the requirement in House Bill 1367 (Reps. Hirschi, D-Witchita 
Falls, and Maxey, D-Austin) that the TNRCC provide an annual electronic 
report to the governor, lieutenant governor, and speaker of the house of 
representatives describing TNRCC enforcement actions for the preceding 
fiscal year. This report is to include a comparison to each of the five 
preceding fiscal years and describe the numbers of inspections, notices 
of 
violation, and enforcement actions. In addition, the attorney general 
is required to annually provide the TNRCC with a status update on cases 
referred to it by the TNRCC. 
One Texas bill which did not pass is ofparticular interest. House Bill 
1131 (Reps. Puente, D-San Antonio, and Burnam, D-Fort Worth) would 
have required the attorney general to coordinate with the TNRCC 
in 
establishing a toll-free telephone "hotline" for receiving reports of 
suspected violations of environmental laws. It also would have authorized 
payment of up to ten percent of any resulting fine collected to a person 
reporting a violation. 
4. Environmental Audit Privilege 
The trend toward increased environmental law enforcement has been 
offset in part by the efforts of a number of states to enact environmental 
audit privilege laws. These laws provide, in varying degrees, a privilege as 
to information received in the course of conducting environmental audits. 
In 
some cases, they also provide limited immunity from prosecution. 
Environmental audit privilege is a relatively new concept, as the first 
state audit privilege laws were passed in 1994. In 1995, Price Waterhouse 
LLP surveyed United States businesses on their environmental auditing 
practices. 75 There were 369 survey respondents from 14 business sectors, 4 
of which were energy related. The results clearly reflected the use of 
environmental audits: 
* 
75 percent indicated that they performed environmental audits, 
including almost all respondents which had United States annual sales 
over 
$1
billion or over 10,000 employees; 
* the primary reason given by the remaining 25 percent for not 
performing audits was that their processes and products had 
insignificant impact on the environment; 
7 Amending Tex. Health & Safety Code Ann. §§ 361.020(e), 361.0219(c), 361.0234, 
361.485(a), 361.510, 371.063, and 382.141 (Vernon Supp. 1998); adding § 361.020(g) 
(Vernon Supp. 1998); and repealing §§ 361.034 (Vernon Supp. 1998) and 361.038 (Vernon 
Supp. 1998). 
74 Amending Tex. Gov't Code Ann. § 2155.448(b) (Vernon Supp. 1998). 
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and 
* one-third of those indicating that they did not currently perform 
environmental audits indicated that they had plans to implement an 
audit program. 
The business community is the main proponent of environmental audit 
privilege laws. It contends that environmental audit privilege 
(1)
encourages 
environmental law compliance by creating incentives for companies to 
identify and correct environmental conditions; 
(2)
leads more companies to 
conduct environmental audits; 
(3)
facilitates environmental law compliance 
by identifying and addressing matters that resource-limited agencies would 
be unable to address; (4) only protects information which would not 
otherwise be created; 
(5)
is necessary to ensure that a company conducting 
an environmental audit does not place itself in a riskier position than 
a company that does not do so; 
(6) 
does not protect "bad actors" since 
intentional conduct is not typically covered; 
(7) 
facilitates community 
awareness by leading to increased disclosure under other environmental 
laws; and 
(8) 
has not been statistically shown to negatively impact the 
environment. 
Opponents of environmental audit privilege laws generally include the 
EPA, environmental organizations, labor unions, and trial lawyers. They 
contend that environmental audit privilege 
(1) 
promotes secrecy by the 
regulated community; 
(2) 
does not lead more companies to conduct 
environmental audits since most companies would do so without 
a privilege; 
(3)
is unnecessary given the attorney-client privilege; (4) shields 
environmental criminals from prosecution; 
(5) 
discourages needed 
investments in pollution control equipment and lowers the standard of 
environmental care within the regulated community; 
(6)
interferes with the 
regulator's ability to obtain information it needs for enforcement; 
(7) eliminates community awareness necessary to environmental law 
compliance; and 
(8)
discourages environmental law compliance by allowing 
"bad actors" to hide from regulatory and public scrutiny. They also contend 
that environmental audit privilege law provisions are overly broad and 
provide unjustified protection as to certain types of information. 
Twenty states have enacted some form of environmental audit 
privilege law. 76 Many other states, including Louisiana, have considered 
Alaska, S.B. 41 (1997); Arkansas, Ark, Code Ann. § 8-1-301 (1995); Colorado, Colo. 
Rev. Stat. § 13-25-126.5 (1996); Idaho, Idaho Code § 9-801 (1995); Illinois, 415 III. 
CompoStat §5/52.2 (1996); Indiana, Ind. Code § 13-10-3 (1994); Kansas, Kan. Stat, Ann. § 
60-3332 (1996); Kentucky, Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. §224.01 (1994); Michigan, Mich. Stat. Ann. 
§ 13A.14805 (1996); Mississippi, Miss. Code Ann. §49-2-71 (1996); Montana, H.B. 293 
(1997); New Hampshire, N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 147-E.4 (1996); Ohio, Ohio Rev. Code 
Ann. § 3745.70 (1997); Oregon, Or. Rev. Stat. § 468-963 (1995); South Carolina, So. C. 
Code Ann. § 48-57-10 (1996); South Dakota, S.D. Codified Laws 
§ 
1-40 (1996); Texas, 
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such a law in their recent legislative sessions. The 1997 Louisiana effort 
was led by the Louisiana Association of Business Industry ("LABI") 
through House Bill 967 (Rep. Windhorst, R-Terrytown, and Sen. Barham, 
D-Rayville). This bill contemplated both an environmental audit privilege 
and a rebuttable presumption of immunity. It resoundingly passed the house 
by a 71 to 31 margin but failed to advance in the senate given substantial 
opposition from some of the "opponents" mentioned above. 
Texas was one of the first states to pass an environmental audit 
privilege law. It did so in 1995 when the 74th Texas Legislature passed 
House Bill 2473 creating the "Texas Environmental, Health, and Safety 
Audit Privilege Act" ("TEHSAP").n The stated purpose of the TEHSAP is 
to encourage voluntary compliance with environmental and occupational 
health and safety laws. It does so by creating a privilege as to 
environmental, health, or safety audit reports and an immunity for 
violations discovered in the course of conducting such audits. 
The privilege and immunity provisions of House Bill 2473 applied, 
with certain exceptions, in administrative, civil, and criminal proceedings. 
The EPA objected to certain aspects of the TEHSAP and threatened to 
withhold or revoke delegation of a number of environmental programs to 
Texas. An ongoing dispute between the State of Texas and the EPA over 
this issue was resolved in 1997 when the 75th Texas Legislature passed 
House Bill 3459. This bill amends the TEHSAP to provide that 
(1) 
the 
privilege and immunity will continue to exist in most administrative and 
civil cases, but will not apply in criminal cases; (2) the privilege will not 
circumvent protections provided by federal or state law for individuals that 
disclose information to law enforcement authorities; and 
(3) 
the immunity 
will not apply if a violation in question results in a substantial economic 
benefit that gives the violating party a clear advantage over its business 
competitors. 
Environmental audit privilege bills have been introduced in the 105th 
United States Congress. This includes bills by Senator Kay Bailey 
Hutchison (R-TX), Senate Bill 866, and Senator Michael B. Enzi (R-WY), 
Senate Bill 1332. While there currently is no federal environmental audit 
privilege law, there are certain federal incentives for environmental 
auditing. For example, the EPA released a December 22, 1995 final policy 
statement on voluntary environmental self-policing and self-disclosure. 
This final policy statement does not contain a general environmental audit 
privilege, but sets forth incentives for qualifying parties which identify, 
disclose, and correct environmental law violations. Incentives include that 
the EPA will 
(1) 
not "routinely" request or use an environmental audit 
Va. Code Ann. § 10.1-1198 (1997); Wyoming, Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 35-11-1105 (1997). 
77 Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. art. 4447cc (Vernon Supp. 1998). 
7 60 Fed. Reg. 66706 (1995). 
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report to initiate a civil or criminal investigation; (2) eliminate or 
substantially reduce the 'gravity" component of a penalty, depending on 
the circumstances; 7 and 
(3) 
not recommend to the DOJ that criminal 
charges be brought. 
To qualify for the incentives under the EPA final policy statement, 
(1) 
the violation must be discovered through an environmental audit 
or systematic procedure for preventing, detecting, and correcting violations; 
(2) 
the violation must be identified voluntarily; (3) the violation must be 
filly disclosed within ten days after it is discovered; (4) the violation must 
be identified and disclosed prior to being identified by a government entity 
or third-party plaintiff; 
(5)
the violation must be corrected within sixty days; 
(6) the regulated entity must agree in writing to take measures to prevent 
recurrence of the violation; 
(7)
the violation, or a closely related violation, 
must not have occurred previously within the past three years at the same 
facility; 
(8) 
the violation must not be one which resulted in serious actual 
harm or presented an imminent and substantial endangerment to human 
health or the environment or violated any existing judicial or administrative 
order or consent agreement; and 
(9) 
the regulated entity must cooperate 
with the EPA. 
D. Heightened Public Awareness 
In recent years, the public appears to have developed a heightened 
awareness of environmental matters. However, that awareness does not 
necessarily mean that the public shares a common and consistent opinion 
toward the environment. A 1996 survey conducted by thepollingcompany 
for the Competitive Enterprise Institute80 provides some interesting insight 
on this public opinion. Of the respondents: 
* 63 percent said that they were "concerned but not active" when it 
came to the environment, but only 17 percent considered 
themselves to be "active environmentalists;" 
* 
65 percent believed that state or local government would do better 
at environmental protection than the federal government; and 
* 
64 percent supported compensating landowners when 
environmental regulations prevent them from using their property. 
This survey did not target the oil and gas industry. However, it covered 
a number ofareas beyond those mentioned and clearly reflects heightened 
public awareness as to environmental matters. Recent legislative and 
regulatory efforts have sought to facilitate this awareness. 
7 "Gravity-based penalties" are that portion of a penalty over and above the economic 
benefit i.e., the punitive portion of the penalty, rather than that portion representing a 
defendant's economic gain from non-compliance. Id. at 66711. 
8 "A National Survey of Attitudes on Environmental Policy," prepared by thepolling 
company for the Competitive EnterpriseInstitute,July 1996. 
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1.Toxic Release Inventory 
The exploration and production segment of the oil and gas industry has 
been carefully following an effort by the EPA to evaluate alternatives for 
the expansion of the Toxic Release Inventory ("TRI") Program. This 
program is a part of the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-
Know Act of 198681 and requires owners and operators of certain 
manufacturing facilities to submit annual reports for amounts of certain 
listed toxic chemicals that are released into the environment. The reporting 
requirements initially applied to facilities with ten or more full-time 
employees that were in Standard Industrial Classification ("SIC") codes 
20 
through 39. 82 The program was recently expanded to cover additional 
industry sectors. While "petroleum refining and related industries" which 
falls under SIC code 29 is covered, oil and gas extraction which falls under 
SIC code 13 is not. 
Key proponents of the TRI program include the EPA and a number of 
environmental organizations. They contend that it 
(1) 
makes companies 
more aware of the extent of their toxic releases; 
(2) 
spurs companies to 
develop pollution prevention initiatives; 
(3) 
gives local communities the 
power to quantify and monitor toxic wastes released by their corporate 
neighbors; and (4) provides research analysts with a tool to measure 
corporate performance.83 
Not surprisingly, the oil and gas extraction sector is strongly opposed 
to the expansion of TRI reporting to its releases. One recent oil and gas 
industry publication84  argued that such expansion would (1) fail to 
recognize the unique nature of exploration and production facilities by 
requiring extensive testing and reporting on the constituents ofdrilling and 
production waste streams which contain low volumes of TRI-listed 
chemicals "released" by virtue of being injected into underground 
formations; 
(2) 
require useless paperwork; (3) involve estimated costs 
which far outweigh estimated environmental benefits; 85 (4) not reflect 
a 
81 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 1101 et seq. 
82 SIC codes 20 through 39 cover a variety of industries including, for example, food and 
kindred products (SIC code 20); tobacco products (SIC code 21); textile mill products (SIC 
code 22); apparel and other finished products made from fabrics (SIC code 23); lumber and 
wood products (SIC code 24); and furniture and fixtures (SIC code 25). The SIC code 
system is being replaced with a new economic classification system called the North 
American Industrial Classification System ("NAICS"). 62 Fed. Reg. 17288 (April 9, 1997). 
83 Ken Scott, The Value ofthe Toxic ReleaseInventory (TRJ) (last modified July 7, 1997) 
<http://www.calvertsif.com/diff/a3-2htm>. 
84 Achieving Common Sense EnvironmentalRegulation: Oil and Gas Exploration 
& 




85 API has estimated that TRI compliance costs to the oil and gas extraction sector could 
exceed $200 million in the first year and $100 million eac- year thereafter. Id. at 9. 
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realistic assessment of risk; and (5) duplicate reporting required under 
existing state and federal regulations. 
2. 
Environmental Justice 
Heightened public awareness ofenvironmental matters is also apparent 
from the attention currently being given to the topic of "environmental 
justice." Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 86 provides that "[n]o 
person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national 
origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be 
subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving federal 
financial assistance." On February 11, 1994, President Clinton issued 
Executive Order 12,898 entitled "Federal Actions to Address 
Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income 
Populations." This order directs federal agencies to ensure compliance with 
the nondiscrimination requirements of Title VI for all federally-funded 
programs. Section 2-2 of Executive Order 12,898 specifically provides as 
follows: 
Each federal agency shall conduct its programs, policies, and activities 
that substantially affect human health or the environment, in a manner that 
ensures that such programs, policies, and activities do not have the effect of 
excluding persons (including populations) from participation in, denying 
persons (including populations) the benefits of, or subjecting persons 
(including populations) to discrimination under, such programs, policies,
and activities, because of their race, color, or national origin. 
Citing this section and other authority, the EPA issued a February 4, 
1998 document entitled "Interim Guidance for Investigating Title VI 
Administrative Complaints Challenging Permits." The EPA indicates that 
this interim guidance is intended to provide a framework for the processing 
by the EPA's office of civil rights ("OCR") ofcomplaints filed under Title 
VI alleging discriminatory effects resulting from the issuance ofpollution 
control permits by state and local governmental agencies that receive EPA 
funding. 
The interim guidance provides eight steps that the OCR will follow 
in 
processing allegations of discriminatory effects, beginning with an initial 
determination as to whether a Title VI complaint states 
a 
valid claim and, if 
so, whether the permit at issue will have a disparate impact on a racial or 
ethnic population. The interim guidance also provides five steps for 
determining whether a disparate impact exists which include 
(1)
identifying 
the affected population; 
(2) 
determining the demographics of the affected 
population; 
(3) 
determining which other permitted facilities are to be 
included in the analysis and the racial or ethnic composition of the 
populations affected by those permits; (4) conducting a disparate impact 
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analysis that, at a minimum, compares the racial and ethnic characteristics 
within the affected population; and (5) determining the significance of the 
disparity by an arithmetic or statistical analysis. 
In its 1997 legislative session, the Louisiana Legislature passed House 
Bill 1826 (Rep. Quezaire, D-Donaldsonville) which amended the Revised 
Statutes 87 effective August 15, 1997 to require the DEQ to study the 
relationship between emissions of air pollutants and the discharge ofwastes 
by facilities located in or near residential areas. The study is to commence 
once funding is approved by the Louisiana Legislature and will determine 
any correlations that may exist between the emissions and discharges and 
the residential areas. Results are to be reported to the members of the house 
environment committee and senate environmental quality committee. 
The 75th Texas Legislature also considered the issue ofenvironmental 
justice. House Bill 2103 (Reps. 
S.
Turner, DHouston, and McClendon, D-
San Antonio) failed to pass, but would have established measures to ensure 
that new solid waste facilities were not located disproportionately in pre-
existing low-income and minority communities. It also would have required 
the TNRCC to consider the cumulative impact of multiple sources of 
pollution on a community as a part of the permit process. 
3. 
Louisiana and Texas Developments 
There have been several other recent Louisiana and Texas 
developments in the area of "public awareness." In its 1997 session, the 
Louisiana Legislature passed House Bill 1189 (Rep. Quezaire, D-
Donaldsonville, and Sen. Landry, D-LaPlace) which amended the Revised 
Statutes 88 effective August 15, 1997 to elaborate on the DEQ public 
hearing process for facility permits. It requires the presiding officer to give 
first speaking preference for one hour to people living within a two-mile 
radius of the location of the facility, second preference to people working 
within such radius, and third preference to people living within the parish 
where the facility is located. It also provides that the permit applicant may 
make a thirty-minute introductory presentation prior to the first hour of the 
hearing. 
House Bill 2106 (Rep. DeWitt, D-Lecompte) amended the Revised 
Statues89 effective August 15, 1997 to make changes to the "Hazardous 
Materials Information Development, Preparedness, and Response Act" or 
"Right-to-Know" law. These changes generally amend the fees to be paid 
87 Enacting La. Rev. Stat. Ann. §30:2011.2 (West Supp. 1998). 
8 La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 30:2017 (West Supp. 1998). 
89 Amending and reenacting La. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§ 30:2361, 2363, 2364, (4), and (8), 
2366(B), 2367(B)(2), 2368(B)(1) and (D), 2369(A) and (B)(1), 2370(E)(6) and (F), 2371, 
2372(A), 2373(A), (B)(1) and (2), and (C)(1), (2) and (4), 2374(A) and (B), 2376(B), 2377, 
2378, and 2379(B); enacting 30:2364(9) and (10), 2365(A)(6), 2366(C) and (D), 2369(E)(3), 
2373(C)(3), (D), and (E), and 2380; repealing 30:2370(E)(1) (West Supp. 1998). 
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under the law, setting a twenty-five dollar cap for small businesses with 
nine or fewer employees and average annual gross receipts of less than two 
million dollars. Collected monies are to be used for developing a centralized 
and standardized inventory and release reporting network and a one-call 
notification system. With regard to trade secret protection and information 
disclosure requirements, the changes adopt the trade secret provisions found 
in Title III of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act. 90 
Other bills involving public participation were introduced without 
passage in the 75th Texas Legislature. For example, House Bill 1159 (Reps. 
Bosse, D-Houston; Naishtat, D-Austin; and Ehrhardt, D-Dallas) would have 
required the TNRCC to encourage public participation in permit application 
hearings and adopt rules requiring a permit applicant to reimburse a 
person's reasonable expenses in such participation. House Bill 2444 (Rep. 
Talton, RPasadena) would have replaced the "contested-case" hearing 
process for TNRCC permits with a "notice and comment" process as used 
by the EPA. Senate Bill 1821 (Sen. Shapleigh, D-EI Paso) would have 
provided for the recovery of attorneys' fees in nuisance actions resulting 
from pollution or public health conditions. It also would have allowed 
affected persons to intervene in civil enforcement actions involving 
violations of certain environmental laws. 
IV. Summary 
The environment is now a dominant topic in the United States and 
around the world. Already complex environmental laws and regulations are 
becoming more complex as they are refined and applied. At the same time, 
domestic environmental enforcement efforts are becoming more 
pronounced. The public, for its part, is increasingly involved in the 
environmental debate. These are the trends which challenge the business 
community in general, and the oil and gas industry in particular, as the next 
century draws near. 
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